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1. Turning the balance wheel back-
wards—often results in a thread jam and
possibly thread bound into the shuttle race.

2. Running the machine with thread in
the needle and no fabric under the foot—
results in a thread jam and possibly thread
bound into the shuttle race.

3. Inserting the needle backwards—
skipped stitches. Be sure the long channel
in the needle is forward and the shallow
scarf above the needle eye is to the back.

4. Using the wrong foot and feed dog
with an accessory, i.e., 12mm presser
foot & feed dog used with a piping foot—
poor feeding, loose underside tension.

5. Tilting the machine back onto a
table—pinched electrical cords. Use a cone
of thread under the edge of the built-in
thread stand or some other object similar in
size.

6. Leaving the hand crank handle in
place when operating electrically—

throws balance wheel out of balance and
can be a knuckle bruiser if the wheel is
turning.

THINGS TO AVOID WHEN USING
THE SAILRITE SAILMAKER

Read this check list over from time to
time as a reminder of things which
should be avoided.
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Needle plate

Needle clamp

Presser foot

Feed dog

Needle

Thread guide

Threading Guide
Place the thread on the spool holder and:

1. pass it through the hole of the spool pin.
2. pass it through the two outer holes of the thread retainer.
3. pass it through the arm thread guide.
4. pass it between the two discs of the upper tension

assembly (do this twice if the thread is popping out of
the disks or if more tension is needed. Use a heavier
spring to resolve the second problem if possible).

5. pass it through the take-up spring.
6. pass it through the hook of the take-up spring.
7. pass it through the arm thread guide.
8. pass it through the take-up arm.
9. pass it through the arm thread guide.

10. pass it through the lower thread guide.
11. pull it through the needle bar thread guide from the rear.
12. thread the needle from the front to the back and pull out

an approximately 6 inch tail.

Winding Bobbins
Place the thread on the spool holder and:

A. pass it through the hole of the spool
pin.

B. pass it through the middle hole of the
thread retainer.

C. wrap it around the bobbin winder
tension assembly.

D. wrap it around the bobbin several times
to lock it in place and place the bobbin
on the bobbin winder spindle so that
the thread winds clockwise. Engage the
stopper arm.
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A Word from Jim Grant
The Sailmaker is the finest sewing machine

for the money available anywhere. It comes
directly from the company responsible for its
distribution. In the place of the face-to-face
instruction that a dealer can provide, Sailrite
offers this instruction booklet—it is important be
sure to read it carefully.

It is our goal to make owners as independent
as possible. We want owners to be able to keep
their machines working properly. Although
Sailrite is here to help, there will be times when
our help is not readily available. Studying this
booklet and using the machine should prepare
owners to solve most problems.

We recognize, however, that printed mate-
rial can never be so complete as to anticipate
every matter. If questions arise, call (260) 693-
2242 for technical assistance. 

Preparing the Machine for Work
The Sailrite Sailmaker comes in two large

boxes that provide very secure support for the
machine and its case. It is important that the
original boxes and foam packing be saved. They
must be used if the machine is ever returned for
service. Machines which are returned inadequate-
ly packaged are often damaged and, even if they
are insured, the damage claim will not be hon-
ored by the carrier.

Before proceeding with these instructions,
make sure that the machine is complete. The
instruction booklet from the factory which
produced the head of the machine lists most of
the accessory items that should be present, but
Sailrite has added some to make the machine
more suitable for sailmaking. Thus, in addition to
the items listed in the factory instruction booklet,
the following should be found:

THE SAILRITE SAILMAKER

• Case
• Monster II Balance Wheel
• One of the two Power Systems:

(110 volt system or Universal system)
• V-92 Thread
• 65 Needles of assorted sizes
• Roller Presser Foot
• Light Presser Foot Spring
• Light Upper Tension Spring
• 5mm Throat Plate, Feed Dog, & Presser

Foot
• Straight Stitch Plate, Feed Dog, &

Presser Foot
• Double Sided Brush
• Allen Wrenches

The case — This is a specially designed case
created for the machine. Packed inside
the case are the Sailrite "MONSTER II" Balance
Wheel, the light, a spool of thread and the power
system. Carefully unpack the parts from the oak
case.

Assembling
The Sailrite Sailmaker

The "MONSTER II"
Balance Wheel / Handcrank

For protection in shipping the large diameter
balance wheel "The MONSTER II" and the
motor have been removed from the machine. The
machine comes with a light balance wheel
mounted. This light weight wheel should be
saved. It would be used if the machine were
placed in a powerstand. For portable operation
the weight of the new "MONSTER II" Balance
Wheel is desirable. And, of course, the hole in its
rim provides a means by which the hand crank is
attached for hand operation.
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Figure 1

Installing the Monster II Balance Wheel
First remove the small set screw along the

edge of the clutch knob (B-35). Refer to Figure
1. Then the knob (B-34) will unscrew all the way
off the main shaft. Pull the light weight balance
wheel off the shaft. Notice the three-pronged
washer (B-33). It has two fingers in its center
that are bent away from the wheel. Slide the
Monster II wheel onto the shaft and replace the
three-sided washer with its two inner fingers
bent away from the wheel just as it was origi-
nally. Then screw on the clutch knob. Tighten it
well and secure it with the small set screw near
its circumference. Now loosen the clutch knob. It
should unscrew far enough to permit the balance
wheel to turn freely on its shaft (in other words,
the needle will not move up and down). If not,
loosen the set screw (it need not be removed),
remove the clutch knob, and turn the three-sided
washer 180 degrees. Assemble the clutch again,
and it should perform properly. Note that the set
screw limits movement of the clutch knob (B-34)
to 1/3 turn. This allows it to be loosened to wind
bobbins without letting it come completely off.
Make sure that the 1/3 turn of adjustment allows
it to lock the balance wheel on its shaft.

Power is increased greatly if the balance
wheel is locked securely and, so, Sailrite has

made it possible to lock the MONSTER II
balance wheel onto the shaft. Notice the two
threaded holes in the cogged portion of the
wheel. By tightening down the set screws pro-
vided in the balance wheel, we can eliminate all
slippage on the shaft. Included with the machine
is an allen wrench to tighten these screws. We
recommend that this be done to increase power
even though it prevents the winding of bobbins
by loosening the clutch knob. To wind bobbins
while sewing use two cones of thread (See
"winding bobbins" page 11).

 The new "MONSTER II" Balance Wheel
has its own built-in hand crank. To use the hand
crank portion of the balance wheel the handle (it
should be found with the accessory bag which
comes packed with the head of the machine)
must be installed. Place the large bolt through the
center of the plastic hand grip and tighten it in
place with an Allen wrench (Figure 1). To
operate the handcrank pull the handle for-
ward toward you through the top of its stroke.
(Counterclockwise as you face the machine from
the right—see page 3). If it is turned backwards,
thread may jam in the shuttle hook assembly.

We recommend removing the timing belt
when the handcrank is used. If it is left in
place, handcranking will not be as easy since
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extra effort will be required to spin the motor. To
remove the belt push it to the side on the MON-
STER II balance wheel and rotate the wheel to
twist it off. To put the belt on, place it inside the
large wheel and over the small pulley first and
then turn the balance wheel while guiding it into
place round the large wheel from the inside (just
like putting on a bicycle chain). If these opera-
tions are too difficult, the screws holding the
motor can be loosened to slide it up and ease
tension on the belt.

Remember that under electrical power
the hand crank handle should be removed. It
could cause injury. And, it does throw the
wheel out of balance slightly.

CHECK POINT

At this point the MONSTER II balance
wheel is installed.

The Power System

The Sailrite Sailmaker comes with one of the
two power systems described below. To install
the power system selected, first place the
Sailmaker head in its wooden case after removing
everything which was packed inside the case.

Hold the hinges at a 45 degree angle and
insert them into the ports in the back of the
machine (a helper may be needed to guide the
head onto the hinges). Carefully let the machine
drop into the bed of the case. Now read and
follow the appropriate instructions for installing
the power system—110 volt or Universal.

CHECK POINT

At this point the machine is mounted in its
case.

Installing the 110 Volt Motor

Now install the 110 volt motor. A motor
bracket and two 10-32 machine screws are used
to connect the motor to the machine. These are
already attached to the motor or inserted in the
machine's head. Locate the two holes which are

tapped on the back of the machine and mount the
motor. Simply make the screws snug. There is no
need to overtighten them.

Next install the timing belt. The belt is led
directly from the balance wheel to the motor
pulley. To put the belt on, place it inside the large
wheel and over the small pulley first and then
turn the balance wheel while guiding it into place
round the large wheel from the inside. The belt
should be perpendicular with the center line of
the machine when the motor pulley is aligned
properly. If adjustments are necessary loosen the
Allen head screw that locks the motor pulley on
the motor shaft and slide the pulley left or right.

If either the motor or the light is not already
plugged into the outlet in the case, do so at this
time. Notice that the outlet is marked "light" and
"motor". Be sure to use the appropriate outlet.

When the machine has been set up com-
pletely, test the power system after removing the
thread from the needle. If the belt slips, the motor
may need to be lowered.  If the motor is lowered
too far, the motor will emit a low pitched growl-
ing sound and/or run rough (because of "bearing
slap").  No harm will be done, but power will be
reduced. The belt is correctly tensioned when it
deflects about 1/4" when pressed down by a
finger using a little pressure.

CHECK POINT

At this point the motor is attached and

the belt installed.

Installing the Universal Power System

The Universal Sailmaker allows for 12 volt
DC or 110 volt 60 HZ AC operation.  Each
mode requires its own power cord.  This system
comes with a 12 volt motor, an electronic foot
control, and a 12v / 110v solid state conversion
box with 12 volt and 110 volt cords permanently
attached.

A motor bracket and two 10-32 machine
screws are used to connect the motor to the
machine. These are already attached to the motor
or inserted in the machine's head. Locate the two
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holes which are tapped on the back of the ma-
chine and mount the motor. Simply make the
screws snug. There is no need to overtighten
them.

After attaching the motor to the machine,
connect the motor cord to the control box which
is orange and black.  The cords from each are
keyed so they can only be connected properly.
Simply push them together when aligned.

The light is also connected to the control
box. It has a special two prong connector which
attaches directly to the back side of the box.

Then connect the foot control to the control
box.  Look for the notch on the collar of the foot
wire terminal and align it with the hole in the
back of the control box. Push it in.

The power cords for 110v and 12v use are
permanently attached to the conversion box.  The
12v cord has alligator clips on the end for attach-
ing to a 12v motor. The toggle switch located
between the two power cords should be switched
toward the 110v power cord for 110 AC use or
toward the 12v power cord for 12 volt DC use.

Then install the belt. The timing belt is led
directly from the balance wheel to the motor
pulley. To put the belt on, place it inside the large
wheel (between the wheel and the machine) and
over the small pulley. Now turn the balance
wheel while guiding the belt into place around
the large wheel. The belt should be vertical when
the motor pulley is aligned properly. If adjust-
ments are necessary there is an Allen head screw
that locks the motor pulley on the motor shaft.
Loosen it to slide the pulley left or right.

There is a switch in the front of the control
box that must be in the "ON" position before it
will run. Be sure to flip this switch to the "off"
position before unplugging the control box from
its power source.

When the machine has been set up com-
pletely, run the machine through some sample
material to test the system.  If there is some
slipping in the belt, lower the motor.  If the
motor is lowered too far, it will emit a low
pitched growling sound and/or run rough.  No
harm will be done, but power will be reduced.

(An electronic whine from the control box is
normal and expected when operating the motor
at slow speeds.)

If there are questions, please feel free to
call Sailrite.

CHECK POINT

At this point the motor is attached, the
wiring is connected and the belt is installed.

Installing the Light

On the back side of the machine there is a
special light bracket to allow quick installation
and removal of the light. To mount the light
fixture simply slip the end of the light fixture into
the bracket.

CHECK POINT

At this point the machine should be com-
pletely assembled with the balance wheel,
motor, belt and light installed and the ma-
chine in its case,

Accessory Parts
V-92 Thread

The one ounce cone of  Dacron (polyester)
thread found inside the oak case is especially
good for sail and canvas work. It is UV resistant
and very strong. The machine is already threaded.
Please note how it was done (See the "Threading
Guide" on page 1). Proper threading is very
important! If the thread works its way out of the
two upper tension disks (brittle sailmaker's thread
sometimes does this) use the double wrap tech-
nique shown in Figure 4 page 12

In the accessory bag which is packed with
the machine head are:

65 needles of assorted sizes
Note that these needles are type DBx1 (also

distinguished as 16 x 95). The standard domestic
sewing machine uses Type 130 needles. If DBx1
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needles are hard to find locally, we have a com-
plete stock.

A roller presser foot
This foot is excellent for use with any

materials which tend to stick to polished metal
surfaces. Leather and vinyl-coated materials, for
example, are hard to feed through the machine
evenly without the roller foot. The roller foot,
however, does not press down on the material as
close to the needle as the other feet, so use it
only when necessary.

A light presser foot spring
A heavy duty presser foot spring (C-3) has

been put in the machine. It is just right for most
cover and sail jobs. When working with light
weight or easily marked materials, however, ease
the pressure down on the cloth by partially
unscrewing the black knob which holds this
spring in place. It is found on top of the machine
above the presser foot assembly (C-2). If this

does not ease the pres-
sure enough, unscrew it
all the way and remove
the heavy spring. Re-
place it with the lighter
one that also comes with
the machine.

Upper tension springs
A heavy duty upper tension "beehive"

spring has been installed. There are sixteen turns
of adjustment possible on the upper tension knob.
This provides a very broad range of tension.
Even so, with very light spinnaker cloth or
dressmaking materials, unscrew the knob all the
way and replace the heavy "beehive" spring (A-
59) with the lighter one. See Figure 2.  Note: it
is not necessary to disassemble the entire upper
tension assembly as shown in Figure 2 to change
springs. Simply remove the black knob, pull out
the spring and replace it.

5mm throat plate, feed dog & presser foot
These parts are used when working on

smaller or delicate projects.  The best zigzag
stitch results when the needle penetrates the
fabric very close to the presser foot.  This is why
we include the 5mm plate and feed dog (see
illustration on page 16).

Figure 2

(A-59)
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Straight stitch throat plate,
feed dog & presser foot

It is sometimes helpful to use these parts
when straight stitching. They help prevent puck-
ering of light weight fabric. The machine also has
a mechanism to lock the needle bar to improve
straight stitch quality (See drawing on page 3 -
"Open face plate"). NOTE: zigzag stitching
cannot be done until this knob is unlocked. Do
not force the zigzag lever down with the knob
tightened.

Machine oil
Oil the machine every 6 to 8 hours of

sewing.  In a moist climate or if the machine has
set idle for a while, oil the machine before use.
Use only sewing machine oil, some "space age"
products like WD-40 will tend to cause the

Lubrication

machine to rust due to the use of kerosene and
other penetrants which are much too thin to
provide long term protection. If the machine is
stored in a highly corrosive environment, we
suggest using T-9 as a lubricant and protectant
(see Part #867 in the Sailrite Catalog).

Double sided brush
It is normal for thread shavings to accumu-

late on the bobbin shuttle. This can eventually
lead to poor stitch quality. So use the brush
frequently to keep the shuttle clean.

Seam ripper

A very nice, heavy duty seam ripper that
won't roll around is included with the machine.

The following items are also found in the
accessories bag. Their uses are discussed else-
where in the guidebook.

Bobbins

Right roping zipper foot
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Plastic hand crank handle

Shoulder bolt for the handle

Also in the machine head box are:

Power stand parts

These are assorted bars and cast iron parts
for mounting a knee lever in a power stand (a
large industrial table which holds the machine and
a 1/3 horsepower motor). There is also an oil pan
for the stand. Power stands are optional pieces of
equipment. They are excellent for high speed
production work and can be purchased from
Sailrite.

Guidebooks, etc.
Inside the bag with this guidebook and the

one written by the factory which produced the
machine head, there is a dust cover for the
machine and a piece of cloth.   After the machine
was set up and thoroughly tested, this cloth
sample was sewn.

Preparing to Sew
Thread and Needle Selection —

Dacron (polyester) sailmaker's thread
should be used for sail and canvas work. Cotton
thread will work if necessary, but it is not nearly
as strong as Dacron and it will deteriorate within
one or two years unless treated with special care.

Nylon thread, too, can be used, but it will break
down under exposure to sunlight. In any case, the
size or strength of thread used should be matched
to the weight of the cloth in the sail. Use the
Selection Guide below.

SELECTION GUIDE
Fabric Weight Needle Size Thread Weight
to 1 1/2 or 2 oz.. #12 (80) or V-30 polyester

#14 (90)

to 3 or 4 oz.. #14 (90) or V-46 polyester
#16 (100)

to 6 or 7 oz.. & #16 (100) or V-69 polyester
9.5 acrylics #18 (110)

to 10 oz.. & #18 (110) or V-92 polyester
9.5 acrylics #20 (120)

Always use the smallest
needle that works.
Smaller needles are easier
to drive through the
material and provide a
neater looking stitch and
make a smaller hole in the
fabric. As the layers of
material sewn increases,
the size of the needle
should increase. The
Sailrite Sailmaker accepts
needles as large as the

Number 22. Sailrite maintains a complete stock
of needles in all available sizes.

There is no flat side on the shank of the
DBx1 (16 x 95) industrial needles included with
the machine. This is to permit rotating the needle
slightly to adjust tension from side to side. As a
result, however, some care must be exercised in
replacing needles.

Insert needles into the needle bar with the
long groove to the front. Thread is inserted
through the needle eye from front to back (See
page 3 - "Threading Guide").

A zigzag stitch should be employed in all
sail work since it looks nice and distributes stress
well inside the unfolded edges of the material.
The zigs should be about 45 degrees and roughly
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3/16-inch long (settings 3 or
4 mm by 3 or 4 mm—though
these specifications are not at
all critical). Try to place the
outer part of the zig very near
the seam edge in order to
ensure that the edge of the
seam does not lift.

For work on covers or
anywhere else where edges of
the seamed cloth can be
folded over to prevent
raveling, the straight stitch is
generally employed. The
stitch length is seldom criti-
cal. With some fabrics,
however, notably modern
acrylic cover cloth
(Sunbrella), the mere pen-
etration of a needle can cause
puckering. This problem can
be reduced to a minimum by using
the smallest possible needle and by
increasing the stitch length to the
maximum. In the case of acrylic
covers, I prefer a straight stitch
length of five millimeters. Many
home and industrial machines will
sew a maximum stitch length of
only four millimeters, but the
Sailrite Sailmaker will go 20%
longer and that can mean a greatly
improved seam in acrylic materials.

Winding Bobbins —
The balance wheel should be

locked to the machine shaft for
optimum performance (see page 5
"Power is increased greatly..."). With the bal-
ance wheel locked on the shaft the clutch knob
cannot be loosened to wind bobbins.
We suggest one of the following:

1.1.1.1.1. Wind bobbins while sewing, this can be
done with an extra cone of thread.

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. Remove the fabric and  thread from the
needle and let the needle move up and down
while  winding bobbins.

1. Removing the bobbin
from the bobbin case.

Winding Bobbins

2. Place the bobbin on the bobbin winder spindle.
3. Push the bobbin winder finger in the groove.
4. Pull thread up off cone.
5. Pass the thread up through the hole on the spool pin.
6. Pass the thread between the discs of the bobbin winder tension guide.
7. Pass thread through hole in bobbin and keep hold of thread.
8. Rotate balance wheel over a few times to secure thread on bobbin. Then cut the free end of thread.
9. Power the machine till bobbin is full.

1

3

2

2

2

3

4

5

6

6

1
7

8

2. Slip the thread
into the slit of the
bobbin case.

4. Pass the thread into
the "pigtail". (In the
case of straight stitch
sewing don't pass the
thread through the
"pigtail".)

"Pigtail"

Please Note: To improve the quality of straight stitch-
ing don't pass the thread through the "Pigtail".

Figure 3 Threading the Bobbin Case

3. Slip the thread
through the tension
spring.

Screw on
bobbin case
for tension

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. Loosen the set screws which lock the
balance wheel to the shaft and just use the
clutch knob to tighten the balance wheel to
the shaft (Note that this will result in an
apparent loss of power).

An illustration of how to thread the bobbin
case is in Figure 3. Figure 3. Figure 3. Figure 3. Figure 3. (See note on page 17 con-
cerning accessing the underside of the machine
to install the bobbin.)

1. Place bobbin in
case so it turns
clockwise
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stitch to the side. There are two solutions to this
problem. One is to not place the bobbin thread in
the wire "pigtail" on the bobbin cage since that
will tend to create a slight offset in the underside
stitch (Figure 3). The second solution is to use
more tension on the top thread than would
otherwise be normal. With V-92 or heavier
thread, a great deal of tension is required. If
difficulty is experienced in getting enough upper
tension to straighten the lower stitch with the
heaviest tension spring, try wrapping the thread
around the upper tension device twice (see
Figure 4). Indeed, some prefer this double wrap
as a normal routine. It also has the benefit of
keeping the thread from working out from
between the two disks as it sometimes does when
the wrap is just 360 degrees around the upper
tension. Also remember that the needle bar can
be locked which will improve the quality of the
stitch when heavy materials are draped over a
table and tend to shift from side to side. (See
page 3 - Open face plate. NOTE: Zigzag stitch-
ing cannot be done until this knob is unlocked.)

Using the Thread Tension
Adjustments —

There are two tension adjustments on any
sewing machine: one for the top thread and one
for the lower or bobbin thread. The screw on the
bobbin cage (Figure 3) that adjusts the bottom
thread tension has a very limited range, but
bobbin tension is not very sensitive —  2 to 3 oz.
of tension is quite sufficient (minor adjustment
there is usually quite satisfactory).  Indeed,
adjustment of bobbin tension is seldom neces-
sary when sewing heavy fabrics. Sometimes,
however, when sewing light weight fabrics,
bobbin tension may need to be increased (small
diameter thread needs a tighter leaf spring adjust-
ment).

The top thread tension is adjusted
frequently. It should be slack with lightweight
fabrics. Many professionals do not ease the
thread tension sufficiently when sewing spinna-
kers and drifters. The result is a sail with puck-
ered seams. The Sailmaker has an upper tension
with enormous range so do not hesitate to really
open it up when little tension is required.

Thread tension should be moderate on the
top when sewing fabrics of moderate to heavy
weight if they have a "soft" finish. Note that the
finish of the cloth is of as much importance as its
weight. A relatively soft finish makes it possible
for the machine to pull the stitch tight with the
knot actually embedded in the fabric without
really very much tension at all.

Fabrics with a firm finish
(and that includes most sailcloth),
require a good deal of top tension if
the thread knot is to be pulled up
snug against the bottom of the seam
(seldom can it actually be pulled into
Dacron).

In straight stitch mode, more
upper tension is required than in
zigzag mode if the stitch underside is
to be pulled neatly straight. This is
because the hook that catches the
thread loop from the needle turns
round and round from right to left.
That motion tends to throw the under

Figure 4
The double wrap
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No matter what stitch is being
used, if the underside is loose,
that is an indication that more
upper tension is required.

Note that when the presser
foot is lifted the upper tension disks
(A-57)* are pushed apart. This is to
release the top thread tension so
that fabric can be removed from
under the machine foot without
fighting thread tension. If the upper
tension is tightened all the way
down and the presser foot is raised,
the lever inside the machine that
separates the disks may bend. This
will prevent the disks from opening
correctly. Avoid lifting the presser
foot when the upper tension knob is more than
approximately 1 1/2 turns from maximum. When
more upper tension is needed, replace the beehive
spring (Figure 2, page 8) with the next heavier
one.

As a general rule use the following as a
guide for upper tension adjustment:

1. Heavy sewing (6 or more thicknesses of
sailcloth or cover cloth) — lower the presser foot
and tighten the upper tension knob until it is
snug. Then unscrew it two turns (360 degrees is
one full turn) if the "light duty" beehive spring is
in place — seven turns with the "medium duty"
spring in place.

2. Medium sewing (2 thicknesses of sail-
cloth or cover cloth) — unscrew the upper
tension 2 to 5 turns from the "snug" position
described above with the "light duty" spring in
place.

3. Light Sewing — unscrew the upper
tension from 6 to 16 turns from "snug" when the
medium spring is being used. Note that a one
turn adjustment is not at all extreme. And do not
forget the light duty beehive spring for really
delicate work.

The important thing is to experiment
with thread tension. And don't be reluctant to
go to extremes. Most home sewing machines
provide only limited tension adjustment. For
some reason manufacturers have concluded that

housewives are likely to get into trouble if given
too much room for experimentation, but the best
lessons are learned from over-adjusting, testing
the result, and then moving back to a more
moderate position. The Sailrite Sailmaker makes
that possible!

Presser Foot Spring Adjustment —
Another point of adjustment that should be

mastered is the presser foot spring pressure
(Figure 5). This is an adjustment often over-
looked but, nevertheless, extremely important.
Too little pressure will
cause skippedstitches
and broken thread—the
foot will begin to bounce
as the needle is pulled out
of the cloth, and this
makes the formation of a
thread loop at the point of
the needle unpredictable.
The Sailmaker has a screw
cap over the presser foot
spring which can be used
to adjust spring pressure
(C-2), but even the full
two inches of adjustment
insufficient. That is why there is a second lighter
spring included with the machine: use it when-
ever a more moderate foot pressure is desired.

Figure 5

*See the illustrations (Sections A, B, C & D) at the end of the text.
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Picking up the Bobbin Thread

1. With your left hand hold the upper thread
and with your right hand turn the balance
wheel toward you. As the needle goes
down and rises back up, stop the balance
wheel and pull the upper thread toward you
as the needle reaches its upper most height.

2. The upper thread should have caught the
lower thread. The lower thread will come
up as a loop through the hole in the needle
plate. Pull it out about 6 inches and place it
and the upper thread to the back of the
needle plate.

Changing Needles

1. Raise the needle bar to its highest level.

2. Use a screwdriver to loosen the needle clamp
screw.

3. Pull downward to pull out the current needle.

4. Hold a new needle with its long groove facing
you.

5. Slide the needle clear to the top of the needle
bar’s needle hole.

6. Use a screwdriver to securely tighten the
needle clamp screw.

7. Turn the balance wheel by hand to be sure that
the needle falls right into the center of the
needle hole.

NOTE: Straight, sharp needles are very
important. Slight burrs cause sewing dif-
ficulties. If the needle hits metal, it is best
to discard it. Indeed, anytime there are
sewing difficulties, begin troubleshoot-
ing by changing the needle.
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Removing and Installing the Presser
Foot for Straight or Zigzag Sewing

1. Raise the needle to its highest level.

2. Loosen the presser foot screw.

3. Install the new presser foot and tighten the
presser foot screw.

Changing the Needle Plate
1. Tilt the machine back and rest it on a spool of

thread or something of similar height. The
underside of the machine is now accessible.

2. Raise the presser foot

3. Rotate the balance wheel so that the take-up
arm (B-18) is at the bottom of its stroke.

4. Slide the bobbin access plate open.

5. Remove the needle plate by pressing the
spring loaded button under the plate. This
will lift the back end of the needle plate so
that it may be slid forward and out.

6. Slide the new needle plate in place and close
the bobbin access plate.

Changing the Feed Dog
Take the needle plate out as directed above.

From the underside of the machine use a standard
screw driver to release the nuts that hold the feed
dog. Slide the feed dog to the left end and install
the new one.

*See the illustrations (Sections A, B, C & D) at the end of the text.
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Feed Mechanism Selection —
There are several types of feed mechanisms

available for the machine. These parts should be
changed as required to best complete the job at
hand. In Figure 6 we have illustrated the three
foot assemblies that we include with the Sail-
maker. There is a special one for straight stitch-
ing. The feed dog in that assembly is called a "C
dog" since the teeth are in the shape of a "C"
with rows down both sides and in the rear but not
in the front. This shape is less likely to pucker
light materials than the standard "box" or
"square" feed that is common on machines set up
for zigzag work. The narrow opening of the
straight stitch foot is also more conductive to a
smooth seam on the underside than the more
open zigzag feet.

Note too that there are two zigzag feed
assemblies shown. The best quality stitches result
when the needle penetrates the fabric very close
to the presser foot. Thus, the best zigzag stitch
will result when the needle is at its maximum
throw for any given foot. But the larger feed
dog pulls cloth through the machine more
precisely. This later capability is most impor-
tant and, thus, the large dog assembly should
be the mainstay.

Figure 6

See note on page 17 concerning
accessing the underside of the
machine for installing the feed
mechanism and the bobbin.

The fourth presser foot illustrated is a roller
foot. This is especially useful when "sticky"
materials like vinyl or leather are sewn. It will
often provide more even stitch length without
need of a puller. Use the 5mm zigzag feed dog
and throat plate with this foot.

Basting —
Baste all panels together prior to sewing is

very helpful. The reason for basting is that
sailcloth is slippery and, unless special care is
exercised, one panel of cloth in a seam (usually
the bottom one) will move through the machine
faster than the other. The result will be a sail with
numerous creases and hard spots along each
seam. Even though canvas is not so slippery, a
better job will result if it is carefully basted. This
can be accomplished with a clear silicone adhe-
sive (the stuff they sell in hardware stores as clear
bathtub caulk) or with a transfer basting tape
(available from Sailrite). The basting tape is fast,
neat and strong, but the silicone works fine if that
is all that is available. A special acrylic basting
tape for Sunbrella is found in the Sailrite Catalog.
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Getting to the Underside of
the Machine
Any time you must get to the
underside of the machine to work
on the shuttle assembly, replace
bobbins or change feed dog
mechanisms, we recommend that
you tilt the machine back and rest
it on a spool of thread or some
other sturdy support (we like to
place the thread tube under the
edge of the built-in thread stand). If
you tilt it back so far as to try to
rest the machine on its back, you
may damage the electrical cords.
Also be aware that since there is
no cut out in the wooden case for
the needle slide plate, it should be
closed when you lower the ma-
chine into the case. We do not find
the slide plate a convenient access
point to the bobbin. It is best to
leave it closed.
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stitching. There is a single set screw that faces
forward on the needle bar (B-13)*. It's fairly
noticeable when the case on the head of the
machine is opened. When the bar is at its lowest
point, note that there is a cutout in the thread
shield for the insertion of a screwdriver to loosen
the set screw. Loosen it and let the needle bar
(with a Number 18 needle in place) drop all the
way to the bottom of its travel. Note that the
bobbin cage (B-83*) must be in place since that
is what will stop the needle — its point will rest
upon the shelf cast into the cage. Now raise the
needle bar 1/32 to 1/16-inch and tighten the set
screw. Turn the machine over by hand to make
sure that the needle is not striking the cage at the
bottom of its travel. Also check in maximum
zigzag.

The needle bar height need not be fre-
quently adjusted. Large needles are longer but
the extra length is below the eye of the needle so
the timing of the machine is not affected.

Step 2. Determining the Proper
Rotation of the Gib Hook

After the needle bar height is set properly,
check the adjustment of the bobbin system. There
are three key points of adjustment: 1.) The
orientation of the gib hook and the needle eye;
2.) The clearance between the gib hook and the
needle; 3.) The clearance between the basket in
the rotary hook assembly and the position
bracket (note: this clearance is automatically set
when the gib hook and needle clearance is ad-
justed).  All three adjustments are determined
primarily by loosening the three set screws just
back of the rotary hook assembly (see page 17,
"Side View"). That will free the assembly com-
pletely, allowing the operator either to turn the
gib hook in relation to the needle or to move it
forward or back in relation to the needle and the
position bracket.

Set the machine for maximum zigzag width.
The point of the gib hook should pass at the
top of the needle eye as the needle is at the
extreme left, coming up from the bottom of its
stroke (Page 17, Front View). Rotate the rotary
hook shuttle if necessary to achieve this condi-
tion.

*See the illustrations (Sections A, B, C & D) at the end of the text.

Other Adjustments
Timing —

The Sailrite Sailmaker has a full rotary
mechanism. This means that the bobbin thread
hook swings round and round in a complete
circle rather than oscillating back and forth. The
rotary mechanism is smoother, faster, and more
precise than an oscillating mechanism. Normally
it is also more sensitive to minor maladjustment,
but the swinging needle bar and variable speed
shuttle hook design of the Sailmaker makes it
extremely tolerant of deviations from proper
adjustment. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to
understand how to keep the machine properly
timed.

There are two systems that must be kept
properly related to one another in any sewing
machine. First, there is the needle system. Sec-
ondly, there is the bobbin system. Working
together these two systems are responsible for
the proper formation of the stitch. When the
machine begins to skip stitches or break thread
check the relationship of these two systems.

It will be helpful if we devote a little atten-
tion to the theory of sewing machine operation.
The needle penetrates the fabric and reaches the
bottom of its stroke about 1/2 inch under the
fabric. It then starts up again. There is a groove
on the front of the needle which allows the thread
to be pulled upward with the needle there. But
there is no similar groove on the back of the
needle. As a result, the thread on the back side of
the needle is held in place by the fabric and a loop
is formed as the needle is withdrawn. The "gib"
hook swings past the back of the needle roughly
1/4 inch under the fabric and catches this loop of
thread. That loop is then pulled all the way round
the bobbin cage by the rotation of the hook. This
is what forms the locking stitch. The take up arm
completes the stitch by pulling the upper thread
tight. And the process repeats itself.

Steps to Proper Timing:
Step 1. Setting the Needle Bar Height

Set the height of the needle first. This is a
rather simple task and does not require a great
deal of precision. Set the machine for straight
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Then, being careful not to let it turn, move
the whole assembly forward until the gib hook
just misses the needle on its swing past.
Tighten the three set screws securely in place.

These adjustments can be seen more easily
if the presser foot (C-5)*, throat plate (A-35),
and feed dog (C-55) are removed.

Upon reassembly, test the machine at
maximum zigzag width. If it skips stitches on the
left, the hook should be rotated counterclock-
wise. If skips are on the right, rotate the hook
slightly clockwise. If the skips are randomly right
and left, the needle bar is either too high or the
point of the gib hook is too far from the back of
the needle.

Presser Foot Height —
The space under the lifted presser foot can

be adjusted. It is a good idea to raise it as high as
possible since this makes it possible to get even
5/16" boltrope under the arm of the machine
without threading it in from one end or the other.
The limitation to the height of the foot is the
downward travel of the needle bar — lifted too
high, the thread guide at the top of the needle
will hit the presser foot when the foot is lifted.
Actually no harm is done by raising the foot even
higher so long as the machine is not turned over
with the presser foot up. And, if bobbins are
wound while sewing, this should not be neces-
sary. Note, however, that raising the foot too
high may prevent it from gripping very thin fabric
properly. The machine has been sent with the
foot adjusted as high as we recommend. Anytime
presser feet are interchanged, the clearance
between the needle bar and the new foot should
be checked with the presser foot up. If the needle
bar hits the foot, then care must be exercised
when using the foot or the presser foot bar
should be raised.

To raise the height of the presser foot, raise
the foot to the up position and loosen screw (C-8 )
on the presser foot bar (a 3mm Allen wrench is
required). Grab the presser foot and twist it
upward to the desired position. Be sure it is
square when at the right height. Tighten the Allen
screw and check the clearance of the needle bar.

Feed Dog Height —
The feed dog should rise 1/32" above the

throat plate in normal use. However, with deli-
cate fabrics it may be desirable to reduce this
height or to increase it with coarse, heavy fabrics.
The adjustment is made by loosening screw (C-
68) on the feed lifting arm (C-67). This adjust-
ment is found under the machine. As the machine
is tilted backward away from you, notice it in the
upper left corner.

Force the jaws of the lifting arm clamp
apart with a screwdriver blade after loosening the
locking screw and rotate it slightly one way or
the other in order to change the height that the
feed dog rises above the throat plate.

Feed Dog Movement —
If the feed dog continues to move after the

needle enters the cloth, either in forward or
reverse, needles will begin to break. This is
particularly noticeable when the bobbin thread is
exhausted since its stabilizing influence on the
needle is then gone. To regulate the feed dog
movement, release the two screws (B-39) found
under the (A-4) assembly on the upper shaft (B-
1). Now the balance wheel can be moved to raise
and lower the needle without moving the feed
dog. When the machine is in reverse, the feed
dog should just drop down below the throat plate
as the needle passes the plane of the throat plate
slot.

Take Up Spring —
The take up spring (A-56) is used to con-

trol slack in the upper thread. But it can also be
used to make minor adjustments in thread ten-
sion. Generally speaking, increase the range of
the spring's influence and the extent of its tension
for heavier fabrics and reduce both with lighter
materials. The range of its influence is adjusted
by moving the tension adjusting plate (A-63).
Screw (A-64) is inserted through a slot in that
plate that allows about
1/4" of movement. Turn
the plate clockwise to
increase the spring's
effective range and
counterclockwise to
decrease it.*See the illustrations (Sections A, B, C & D) at the end of the text.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

The Sailrite Sailmaker is a remarkably
trouble-free machine, but there are some prob-
lems which can crop up. This section should
provide the help needed to deal with them. Do
feel free, however, to contact Sailrite for addi-
tional help.

1. The motor makes a clicking
sound. This will often go away in a few min-
utes. If it doesn't, check to be sure that the pulley
on the motor is in direct line with the pulley that
it is driving. You may also want to ease belt
tension just a bit. In any case, there is no damage
done while the clicking is heard — it is nothing
more than the ball bearings in the motor slapping
as they turn.

2. The machine is locked up and
won't turn over. This problem is often the
result of a thread caught in the shuttle race under
the machine. It is usually caused by turning the
handcrank backwards, an easy thing to do until
one gets used to the hand crank. It is often
possible to find the thread sticking out of the
race. Pulling on it while gently trying to turn the
machine will often free it. If this does not work,
remove the black position bracket (B-81) and the
needle. The machine will now turn freely because
the whole shuttle assembly (B-78) is free to
rotate.

Rotate the machine until you can see the
three small screws that secure the "horseshoe
plate" on one side of the hook assembly. It takes
a very good, small screwdriver to loosen these
screws. Be careful not to damage the screws.
When the horseshoe plate is removed, it should
be possible to move the shuttle in its race enough
to free the thread. To move the shuttle in its race
simply jerk the balance wheel back and forth after
replacing the black position bracket (B-81). See
illustration. The position bracket must be in-
stalled so that the key fits into the notch of the
shuttle. The key should only go in half of the
depth of the notch.

If this is not the case, then loosen the three
screws that hold the entire shuttle assembly on its
shaft. Pull the entire assembly off so you can

more easily grip the parts. Freeing the thread
should now be easy. Note that the inner race will
come out of the outer one at only one point in its
revolution. You can force turn the inner race but
do not try to pry it out. It is not a good idea to
use tools to grip the shuttle parts since they are
easily broken.

If you had to remove the shuttle assembly,
it will be necessary to time the machine after
putting it back together (see "Timing"), other-
wise the machine can be simply reassembled and
promptly put to use.

3. The straight stitch is not
"straight" on the bottom of the fabric.
This problem is related to the design of the
machine. Rotary bobbin zigzag machines like the
Sailmaker tend to throw the bottom thread to
one side in the straight stitch mode. Normally this
problem can be solved by removing the bobbin
thread from the "pigtail" on the bobbin cage
(Figure 3 page 11). But it also helps to increase
the top tension to the point where the machine
forces the stitch straight. Generally speaking
more upper thread tension is necessary when
straight stitching than when zigzag stitching.
Increased bobbin tension may also be necessary.
(See "Using the Tension Adjustments" pg.
12).
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4. Tension increases when sewing
in reverse. This problem is perfectly normal.
Generally this shows up only with lightweight
fabrics since the fabric does not offer much
resistance to the knot being pulled through it.
The presser foot does not cover and pinch the
thread when reverse is used (especially in straight
stitch mode). The symptoms can be reduced in
severity by using a smaller needle and lower
tension can be increased. Even so, one should
endeavor to sew in reverse only to begin and end
stitches. There is no machine that will perform as
well in reverse as it does in forward.

5. The needle is difficult or impos-
sible to insert all the way into its hole. If
the set screw that holds the needle in place (B-
28) is tightened when the needle is not in place, a
metal burr can be forced out into the way of the
needle. The proper solution is to run a #7 drill bit
into the hole to clean out the burr. Note that the
shuttle assembly must be removed in order to
slide the needle bar (B-8) out of its collar down-
ward. The machine will require timing on reas-
sembly.

6. There are loops on the underside
of the fabric. If you get a tangle on the bottom

side of the fabric, there is not enough upper
tension. More than likely the thread has not been
pulled snugly between the tension disks on the
upper tension assembly. Release the tension
assembly six turns or so and re-thread the ma-
chine. Now increase the tension to its former
position. Turning the tension dial up makes it
easier to wrap the thread between the disks. Or
you can double wrap the thread on the upper
tension assembly (see Figure 4 page 12).

7. Bobbin does not wind evenly. The
thread should be run all the way round the
tensioning thread guide (A-44). It should first run
through one of the holes in the thread retainer
(A-47). If the bobbin fills first on one side, loosen
the screw that holds the thread guide (A-45) and
slide the assembly up or down to correct the
problem.

8. Bobbin winder does not engage
firmly against the balance wheel and,
consequently, slips. Make sure that the
"elastic plate" (A-7) is pushed all the way toward
the bobbin winder claw (A-13). The plate is
slotted to permit some adjustment. Loosen screw
(A-9) to make this adjustment. If the plate is
already at its maximum extension, the plate can

be bent 1/16-inch or so to
push the rubber-ringed
wheel harder against the
balance wheel. These
adjustments will require
that the bobbin winder
release mechanism be
adjusted (see step #9).

9. Bobbins are
wound either too full
or not full enough.
There is a scratch in the
center of the tongue on
the bobbin winder claw
(A-13). This scratch
should be roughly at the
end of the elastic plate
(A-7) when the rubber-
ringed wheel is pressed
against the balance
wheel. By loosening
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sible—you should change needles just to make
sure. But it is more likely that the problem is
caused by the gib hook not catching the top
thread loop cleanly. It may be actually "spearing"
the thread and breaking it. The take up arm
finished the stitch by pulling the damaged part of
the thread up through the needle eye. And, when
the thread returns through the eye during the
creation of the next stitch, that damaged yarn
tends to stack up in front of the eye. Eventually
the thread will break completely.

The solution is to retime the machine.
Check the needle bar height and the gib hook
orientation and clearance as described on pages
17-19.

A Final Note...
The Sailmaker is an excellent heavy-duty

machine built to be used day after day under the
most extreme conditions. Even so, it is only a
machine. Operator experience has a good deal to
do with how well it performs. If you have
trouble, keep working on it. Don't be reluctant to
try new techniques or approaches to your work.
Don't hesitate to make adjustments on the ma-
chine. If you are having a problem, by all means
change something. You need not worry about
hurting the machine — it is meant to take abuse.
And if all else fails feel free to call us for assis-
tance: (260) 693-2242.

Common Conversions
Convert
Inches Into Millimeters Multiply By 25.4
Millimeters Into Inches Multiply By .03937

screws (A-14) and (A-15), the claw can be
turned to wind the bobbin more or less full. A
little experimentation will result in a perfectly
wound bobbin, one not so full that thread spills
over the edges nor so empty that frequent re-
winding is necessary.

10. When sewing zippers, bias bind-
ing tape or other spongy materials, the
stitch on the underside of the fabric is
loose. This is most likely a problem because of
too much presser foot pressure (the foot could be
pinching the stitch knot and preventing free
movement of the upper thread) or not enough
upper tension. Try decreasing foot pressure by
unscrewing the spring adjustment knob on the
top of the machine. To increase tension try
double wrapping the thread or use a heavier
upper tension spring.

11. The straight stitch does not
appear to be long enough. There is a simple
trick to getting an enormously long straight
stitch. Simply turn the stitch length dial to maxi-
mum (5) (C-42) and use a standard head screw
driver to loosen the center set screw (C-44).
Next pull the dial outward slightly and turn it
clockwise. Rotating the dial one unit on the range
will lengthen the stitch by about one millimeter
(the additional length obtained decreases the
more you turn—the maximum, about 1 1/2
millimeters of extra length,  is reached at about 3
millimeters of knob rotation). Tighten the center
set screw and turn the dial back to maximum. It
is important to know that there is a finite range to
the dial. In other words by lengthening the
maximum stitch you are lengthening the shortest
stitch as well. The normal setting results in no
fabric movement at the zero millimeter setting.
To return the knob to its normal setting set it to
zero, loosen the screw, and rotate the knob
counterclockwise—tighten the screw and turn it
clockwise. When the knob is at 0 and the reverse
lever does not move up and down, the normal
setting has been reached.

12. Top thread snags and balls up in
front of needle eye. At first glance this
problem would appear to be caused by wear at
the eye of the needle. And this cause is pos-
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1 Cap 115280-0-01
2 Cap 111937-0-01
3 Cap 115280-0-01
4 Bobbin winder cover assembly 111939-0-02
5 Bobbin winder cover 111940-0-02
6 Bobin winder arm 142084-0-01
7 Elastic plate 122811-0-01
8 Spring 122812-0-01
9 Stud screw 3.18 100080-0-03
10 Stud screw 4.76 104212-0-01
11 Spring 142780-0-01
12 Bobbin holder 111948-0-01
13 Claw for bobbin winder 142566-0-01
14 Screw 4.37 151601-0-01
15 Screw 4.37 X 7 002680-0-12
16 Sjpring 142567-0-01
17 Stud Screw 3.57 103317-0-01
18 Rubber ring 120448-0-01
19 Set screw 104215-0-01
20 Face plate 111951-0-02
21 Face plate hinge assembly 111952-0-01
22 Set screw 3.57 108960-0-01
23 Set screw 3.57 X 5 000670-5-02
24 Stop Spring 111956-0-01
25 Set screw 3.57 X 5 000670-5-02
26 Rear cover thread guide asembly 129951-0-01
27 Rear cover spool pin assembly 182700-0-01
28 Spool pin 129950-0-01
29 Spring 124350-0-01
30 Spring pin 047160-8-40
31 Spool Cushion 126863-0-00
32 Screw 3.57 X 6 002670-6-12
33 Dust cover 142791-0-01
34 Set screw 3.57 X 5 000670-5-02
35 Needle plate (12mm) 180989-0-01
36 Needle plate spring 111989-0-01
37 Set screw 2.38 100035-0-01
38 Needle plate lifting shaft 111990-0-01
39 Spring 111991-0-01
40 Stop ring 048030-3-42
41 Slide plate assembly 180993-0-01
42 Slide plate spring 111989-0-01
43 Set screw 2.38 100035-0-01

Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

44 Thread guide assembly 129423-0-01
45 Screw 3.57 X 6 009670-6-14
46 Washer 025350-1-34
47 Thread retainer 114931-0-02
48 Set screw 4.37 151602-0-01
49 Thread guide plate 129954-0-01
50 Set screw 108960-0-04
51 Set screw 100191-0-03
52 Arm thread guide 130029-0-01
53 Nut 3.18 021660-1-03
54 Thread  tension assembly 181271-0-01
55 Tension stud 100398-0-01
56 Thread take-up spring 100399-0-01
57 Tension disc 145446-0-01
58 Tension disc washer 109512-0-01
59 Tension spring 100401-0-01
60 Tension control Nut 142495-0-01
61 Set screw 4.37 161607-0-01
62 Tension release pin 100537-0-00
63 Tension adjusting plate 129510-0-01
64 Set screw 3.57 X 5 009670-5-14
65 Name plate 129683-0-01
66 Pin 124918-0-01
67 Medallion 122995-0-01
68 Pin 116231-0-01

Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

A
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Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

1 Upper shaft 111967-0-01
2 Upper shaft bushing left 143439-0-00
3 Upper shaft bushing right 143438-0-00
4 Counter  weight 111970-0-00
5 Set screw 7.14 104464-0-01
6 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
7 Needle bar assembly 111973-0-01
8 Needle bar 113913-0-01
9 Eccentric shaft 112060-0-01
10 Needle bar crank assembly 180812-0-01
11 Needle bar connecting stud 144421-0-01
12 Needle bar clamp 120109-0-01
13 Clamp screw 4.37 X 5 100366-0-02
14 Needle bar crank rod 111978-0-00
15 Thread take-up crank assembly 180996-0-01
16 Needle bar crank 113413-0-01
17 Cap screw 3.57 145465-0-01
18 Thread take-up lever 182731-0-01
19 Stud for thread take-up supporter 104376-0-01
20 Stop screw 5.95 151605-0-01
21 Support plate 111980-0-01
22 Set screw 3.57 X 8 009670-0-13
23 Guide plate 111981-0-01
24 Set screw 3.57 X 6 009670-6-13
25 Guide plate 111985-0-01
26 Set screw 3.57 X 8 002670-8-12
27 Needle clamp assembly 180988-0-01
28 Needle clamp screw 3.18 113912-0-01
29 Needle DB X 1 # 14 100265-0-14
30 Pulley 111993-0-02
31 Arm pully bushing 100039-0-00
32 Taper pin 100040-0-00
33 Washer for stop motion 100041-0-02
34 Stop motion knurled hand screw 100042-0-02
35 Stop screw 100043-0-03
36 Zigzag gear for upper shaft 180903-0-01
37 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
38 Feed cam 142789-0-00
39 Set screw 5.95 151605-0-01
40 Upper shaft gear 180881-0-01
41 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
42 Vertical shaft upper gear 180883-0-01
43 Set screw 100251-0-01
44 Vertical shaft 112023-0-01
45 Bushing S 124922-0-00
46 Set screw 151604-0-01
47 Vertical shaft set collar 118299-0-01

Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

48 Set screw 6.35 101706-0-03
49 Vertical shaft lower busing 124923-0-00
50 Vertical shaft driving gear 180904-0-01
51 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
52 Lower shaft joint assembly 112025-0-01
53 Lower shaft 112026-0-01
54 Lower shaft joint right 112027-0-01
55 Lower shaft joint left 112030-0-01
56 Set screw 6.35 151604-0-01
57 Lower shaft driving gear 180905-0-01
58 Set screw 6.35 105299-0-03
59 Lower shaft bushing right 112032-0-01
60 Set screw 4.37 X 12 002681-2-12
61 Lower shaft bushing left 112033-0-00
62 Lower shaft set collar 118299-0-01
63 Set screw 6.35 101706-0-03
64 Lower shaft gear 180906-0-01
65 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
66 Hook driving shaft gear 180902-0-01
67 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
68 Lower shaft gear cover 112036-0-01
69 Hook shaft gear cover 112037-0-01
70 Set screw 3.18 X 3.5 002669-3-02
71 Set screw 3.57 X 6 002670-6-12
72 Hook driving shaft 112038-0-01
73 Hook driving shaft bushing (rear) 112039-0-01
74 Set screw 4.37 X 12 009681-2-12
75 Hook driving shaft bushing (front) 112040-0-00
76 Hook driving shaft collar 118299-0-01
77 Set screw 6.35 101706-0-03
78 Rotary hook asembly 112041-0-01
79 Rotary hook top spring 129870-0-01
80 Set screw 2.38 129871-0-01
81 Bobbin case holder posiiton bracket 112043-0-01
82 Set screw 4.37 X 10 009681-0-12
83 Bobbin case 117596-0-01
84 Bobbin 100376-0-01
85 Set collar 112054-0-01
86 Set screw 101706-0-01
87 Set screw 6.35 105299-0-03
88 Cap screw 113917-0-01
89 Needle bar thread guide 113911-0-01
90 Set screw 2.38 100360-0-01
91 Lower thread guide 112130-0-03
92 Set screw 2.38 100191-0-03
93 Set screw 5.95 100298-0-03
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Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

1 Presser  bar 103013-0-00
2 Presser adjusting screw 100496-0-02
3 Presser spring 106794-0-01
4 Presser spring washer 141099-0-01
5 Presser foot complete (12mm) 111994-0-01
6 Set screw 3.57 X 8 001670-8-14
7 Presser bar bracket 180990-0-01
8 Set screw 5.95 151604-0-01
9 Pesser bar lifter bracket 111998-0-01
10 Presser bar lifter 125165-0-01
11 Presser bar lifter shaft 124697-0-01
12 Set screw 5.95 100289-0-03
13 Knee lifter 124919-0-01
14 Stud screw 6.35 142477-0-01
15 Knee lifter connecting rod 124920-0-02
16 Cotter pin 114909-0-00
17 Knee lifter crank lower 112004-0-01
18 Zigzag crank lower 112005-0-05
19 Knee lifter crank shaft 112006-0-00
20 Stop ring E7 048070-3-42
21 Spring 112007-0-07
22 Set screw 5.95 151604-0-01
23 Tension release 112129-0-01
24 Stud screw 3.57 104648-0-01
25 Spring 100405-0-01
26 Feed forked connector 112008-0-01
27 Taper screw 7.14 100310-0-01
28 Nut 7.14 104689-0-01
29 Feed regulator link 100505-0-00
30 Taper screw 7.14 100310-0-00
31 Nut 7.14 104689-0-01
32 Feed regulator 112009-0-01
33 Set screw 4.37 X 10 009681-0-12
34 Pusher 100507-0-00
35 Feed regulator shaft 114897-0-01
36 Feed regulator  tension spring 112010-0-01
37 Direction control 142480-0-04
38 Set screw 4.76 100320-0-03
39 Eccentric bushing 113918-0-00
40 Set screw 5.95 151604-0-01
41 Length control screw 142752-0-01
42 Length control 153168-0-01
43 Length control plate 129457-0-01
44 Set screw 4.76 142747-0-02

45 Washer 142746-0-02
46 Notch 100327-0-01
47 Length spring 113956-0-01
48 Feed rock shaft arm 118292-0-01
49 Set screw 4.37 X 12 009681-2-12
50 Feed rock shaft 112011-0-01
51 Center point screw assembly 180987-0-01
52 Feed bar 112012-0-01
53 Feed bar shaft 112013-0-01
54 Set screw 4.37 X 6 009680-6-12
55 Feed dog (12mm) 112014-0-01
56 Screw 3.18 112015-0-01
57 Nut 3.18 112016-0-01
58 Crank rod 180986-0-01
59 Set screw 4.76 107428-0-01
60 Taper screw 100310-0-01
61 Nut 7.14 104689-0-01
62 Feed lifting rock shaft 124924-0-00
63 Feed lifting rock shaft arm 180994-0-01
64 Set screw 4.37 X 12 009681-2-12
65 Set collar right 112019-0-01
66 Set screw 6.35 101706-0-01
67 Feed lifting arm 112020-0-01
68 Set screw 4.37 X 12 009681-2-12
69 Washer 124925-0-01
70 Stop ring 048080-3-42
71 Stopper 113919-0-01
72 Set screw 3.57 X 5 000670-5-02

Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.
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Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

1 Zigzag cam shaft gear 112057-0-01
2 Zigzag cam shaft 112058-0-01
3 Set screw 5.95 151604-0-01
4 Zigzag forked connector 112059-0-01
5 Stud 111975-0-01
6 Set screw 6.35 101706-0-01
7 Set collar 112061-0-01
8 Set screw 4.37 151601-0-01
9 Guide plate 112062-0-00
10 Zigzag cam shaft metal 112063-0-00
11 Set screw 4.37 X 7 009680-7-13
12 Set screw 4.37 X 10 002681-0-12
13 Zigzg regulator 112064-0-01
14 Slide block assembly 180992-0-01
15 Slide block 112066-0-01
16 Slide block stud 112067-0-01
17 Slide block spring 113943-0-01
18 Eccentric shaft 113350-0-00
19 Set screw 5.95 151604-0-01
20 Lever 112069-0-01
21 Set screw 3.57 X 8 009670-8-13
22 Spring 112070-0-01
23 Zigzag connecting link (A) 112071-0-01
24 Stud screw 4.37 112072-0-01
25 Zigzag control lever 112073-0-00
26 Stud screw 4.37 112072-0-01
27 Stud 112074-0-01
28 Set screw 5.95 100289-0-03
29 Zigzag connecting link (B) 112075-0-01
30 Stud screw 4.37 112072-0-01
31 Zigzag control arm 180997-0-01
32 Set screw 4.37 X 12 009681-2-12
33 Stud screw 4.37 112072-0-01
34 Zigzag control shaft 112077-0-01
35 Zigzag width control lever 112078-0-02
36 Set screw 5.95 100289-0-03
37 Zigzag control lever arm 112086-0-01
38 Set screw 6.35 100251-0-01
39 Stud screw 4.37 112072-0-02
40 Stopper screw 113920-0-01
41 Nut 5.95 150553-0-02
42 Hook shaft timing link 112046-0-00
43 Stud screw 4.37 112047-0-01
44 Hook shaft timing forker rod 112048-0-00

Ref No. Name of Parts Part No.

45 Stud screw 5.95 113941-0-01
46 Hook shaft timing lever 112050-0-01
47 Slide block 112052-0-00
48 Stud screw 112053-0-01
49 Stud link 112055-0-01
50 Set Screw 5.95 151604-0-01
51 Fixed cam 112090-0-01
52 Set screw 3.57 X 5 009670-5-12
53 Fixed lever 112091-0-01
54 Stud screw 4.76 112092-0-01
55 Spring 112093-0-01
56 Connecting link 112094-0-01
57 Nut 3.18 112095-0-01
58 Nut 3.18 021660-1-03
59 Fixed link 112096-0-01
60 Set screw 3.57 112751-0-02
61 Check cam 112101-0-01
62 Set screw 4.37 102716-0-03
63 Knob 112102-0-01
64 Stop ring E3 048030-3-42
65 Bushing 112103-0-00
66 Set screw 5.95 100289-0-03
67 Zigzag control panel 129965-0-01
68 Stopper screw 112083-0-01
69 Square nut 6.35 112084-0-01
70 Washer 112085-0-00
71 Stop ring E3 048030-3-42
72 Set screw 3.57 102538-0-07
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